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CASE STUDY

legalsuper Improves 
Member Experiences 
Through Real-Time 
Intelligence

Experience Improvements At-A-Glance

Real-time intelligence empowered a 
quick reaction to COVID-19, enhancing 
new customer experiences warranted by 
pandemic protocols

Active monitoring of CX Metrics from 
InMoment, then create a strategy to meet 
those customers where they are

Customer’s feedback is reviewed and 
responded to within two business days

Customer satisfaction scores increased by 7 
percent, exceeding customer experience targets 

Survey response rates increased by 8.5 
percent over twelve months 

Key driver analysis identifies moments that 
matter most to the customer and business 
throughout every journey
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Making a Business Case Makes              
a Difference
Elizabeth was tasked with forecasting and proving the value of 

a CX program to her executive leadership team.

“The most compelling part of the 
business case was definitely 
financial linkage. I focused on 
the value of a customer feedback 
loop and drew a line back to ROI. 
If we could reach our detractor 
customers and recover them from 
churning, I knew this would help 
impact legalsuper’s bottom line and 
make sure our members are happy 
with the service they receive.”

She created the business case by focusing on the big picture & 

inspiring the executive leadership team across the business.

legalsuper Is a Small, but Mighty, 
Superannuation Fund 
legalsuper is an industry super fund for lawyers, solicitors 

and barristers. The business knows that being in a niche 

market means it has a big opportunity to stay agile to 

industry demands and to treat each member with superior 

customer service. Because, after all, keeping members happy 

means they will stick around for life. 

The business partnered with InMoment in 2019 to overhaul 

some of the outdated surveys, shift the business culture 

toward being customer-obsessed, and start closing the loop 

on valuable feedback. 

Elizabeth Swartz, legalsuper’s Manager of Insights and 

Service Design was brought on to lead the charge. “Overall, 

we were looking for data-driven insights to help us make 

successful business decisions and support our customers.” 

With that in mind, the business set out to find a customer 

experience solution.

Here’s what she had to say about building legalsuper’s CX 

business case:
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‘Super’ Experience Improvement           
in Action
With the onset of COVID-19, legalsuper received an influx of 

calls to the contact centre. Like many businesses affected by 

the fluctuating markets, the business did its best to adapt to 

the increase in demand, but knew there was a better way to 

provide outcomes to its customers. 

The insights from legalsuper’s text analytics function showed 

an immediate opportunity to make customers happy. By 

setting up an automated referral service, any customer who 

contacted the contact centre would be redirected to a more 

experienced Client Service Manager. With real-time feedback 

from customers, legalsuper was able to act within days to 

relieve the pressure from the contact centre and saw their 

satisfaction scores promptly stabilise.

After the experience program was implemented, business 

value was noticed almost immediately. After six months 

of complex data integration, legalsuper launched its first 

survey to the Australian market. Once the survey was up 

and running, the business could immediately understand 

why customers were calling and how they could help. They 

“Every time we implement a new element of 
our program, we see the value straight away.” 

ELIZABETH SWARTZ, LEGALSUPER’S MANAGER OF 
INSIGHTS AND SERVICE DESIGN 

“When we first selected InMoment, we had a fantastic and smooth experience transi-

tioning from the sales process to our client success team.” Elizabeth said. “We were 

really impressed by the kick-off meeting, the accessibility and the dedication we received 

from the whole process. It was a seamless process and we felt supported throughout.” 

legalsuper Needed More than a 
Vendor—a Partner

legalsuper was not looking for a software vendor who would 

leave the team to fend for themselves. The business needed 

a hands-on extension of its team to help evolve the customer 

experience program. Together, InMoment and legalsuper 

partnered up to improve experiences for members.

After a competitive RFP process, legalsuper teamed up with 

InMoment based on three key criteria:

Unrivaled XI technology1

Human-centric approach to 
customer success

Local presence with on-shore             
data storage

2

3

could see right away what was making customers happy, 

and that intelligence was available in real time to the contact 

centre and could be used to coach frontline team members.



If you’d like to discuss your unique requirements and our experi-
ence in your industry, we’d be delighted to assist.
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The legalsuper team has just finished InMoment’s XI 

Kickstart program, which helped to introduce the concept of 

experience improvement and its impact to senior leadership.

Up Next? Linking EX and CX

Next up, the business is focused on linking customer 

and employee experiences. The experience roadmap for 

legalsuper includes expanding the program to include 

feedback from employees so they can correlate happy 

employees with happy customers.

“The XI Kickstart workshop was 
the perfect way to introduce our 
leaders and the wider business 
to the language and ideas of 
customer experience”
ELIZABETH SWARTZ

BONUS

Pro Tips for Building a Business Case:

• Show the impact your program can have by 

explaining top-line growth. Top line growth and 

increased revenue from an experience management 

perspective looks like retaining existing customers, 

finding new customers, discovering opportunities to 

cut the costs involved with serving customers and 

establishing sustainable, recurring revenue.

• Calculate the potential decrease in business 

costs. When broken down, this process involves 

interrogating how much your business can save 

by lowering the cost to serve customers, lowering 

operating costs, and lowering the cost to sell your 

products or services. 

• Describe the coaching and performance impact 

to your call centre. A CX program can involve 

real-time insights that help your call centre become 

more efficient. In legalsuper’s case, the business 

was able to save the contact centre from pulling 

lists and analysing insights, as this was now done 

automatically in the platform.


